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ABSTRACT
There are many challenges which community faces in Data Mining, concerning with the data stream categorization. The four different issue of categorization viz. infinite length, concept drift, concept, development feature, development. Due to infinite length of data, it is impossible to store and use the traditional data. Many researchers focus on the issues of all of the four challenges for data stream categorization. In this system novel class are detected by using the Gini coefficient method and outliers are detected by using the adaptive threshold method. We used SVM method for detecting the multi novel class detection. In the present system data are divided into fixed sized of chunks for classifying the stream instances, because of this system fail to capture the concept drift immediately. That’s why solution of this method to the change point detection method which are trying to determine the chunk size dynamically on the data stream. The computational complexity is improved by clustering algorithm the performance is checked of the system by using the forest outlier dataset.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently to research Data stream organization was very difficult. The nature of data streams requires effective and operational techniques that are different from data classification techniques. The most challenging and well-studied characteristics of data streams are its unlimited measurement and thought. Data stream have expected to have unlimited length and non-stop occurrence. So, it is difficult to store and use all the past data for training. The most observable other thing is an incremental learning technique. There are two important features of data streams, one is concept-development and other is feature development. Concept development happens when new sessions change in the data. The problem of concept development is addressed in only a very incomplete way by the currently available data stream organization methods. Our current work also statements the feature- development problem in data streams, such as text streams. The another example of data stream, such as that happening in a social network such as Twitter.

Current System Limitations:
In Current System Limitations techniques, k - clustering technique. Which is useful for clustering the data stream into chunks. This algorithm does not work with size and density. The clustering algorithm gives changed primary partitions can result in changed final clusters.

Proposed Method
This Proposed method used for noticing multi novel class detection, at that time we used SVM algorithm for multi original class detection. This algorithm recovers the time complexity is better than the existing novel class detection. We use CPD Method for implementing the proposed system: In this existing system, to avoiding difficulties For refining the performance and time complexity of noticing the multi novel class detection we used two algorithm viz. SVM and DB Scan algorithm.

The step of the algorithms is follows.
1. Initially users upload the dataset.
2. Initially feature selection process is done.
3. Important attribute are selected from the dataset.
4. All the methods are implemented
5. Comparison is done

2. EXISTING SYSTEM
In this section we discussed about the related work issue regarding the data stream categorization. We also discussed about the problem of concept float, concept development, feature development and infinite length. Here we discussed the four problem categorization of data stream.

1. The feature space is active, when active nature of the feature space and novel class recognition.
2. The appearance of novel class concept drift by enumerates consistency among the separation of the test occurrence from training occurrence. This method does not suppose any fundamental allocation of data.
3. The online voice appreciation scheme is one of the classification techniques, which is used to micro clustering algorithm for designing brief signatures.
4. The additive expert ensemble algorithm is used to examine expert prediction algorithm for proving the mistake and loss bound for a discrete and continuous version of additive algorithm.
5. The adaptive threshold method plays a key role in novel class detection. After that we proposed a probabilistic approached for detecting the novel class by using the gini coefficient.
6. A novel experiment data stream architecture for evaluating concept drift, and two novel alternative of bagging viz Admin bagging and adaptive threshold hoeffding tree bagging.
7. The biased band classifier improves both the efficiency in learning the model and the accuracy of classification performance.

8. The tackles the challenges of data stream categorization and therefore we discovered a novel one and all method which is modified for the data stream categorization.

9. Here, W. N. Street and Y. Kim present the method which takes the benefits of plentiful data; which build a distinct classifier on the chronological chunks of training points.

10. In practical mode, it anticipates what the new idea will be if a future idea change takes place, and arrange prediction plans in advance

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

3.1 System Overview
The main aim of this Proposed System Architecture is to reduce the time for detecting the multi novel class detection method. And also we proposed the change point detection method for removing the issue regarding the concept drift. The main flow of the proposed system is as follows:

1. Initially user imports the dataset of the German credit card with number of attributes and instances.
2. After selecting the input data Modified DB scan algorithm is implemented from which outlier is detected.
3. SVM Classifier is used for detecting the novel class instance detection.
4. After that the multi novel class is detected by using the novel class instances.

![Diagram of the proposed system](image)

**Algorithm 1:** Support Vector Machine

1. Candidate $S = f$ neighboring pair from the opposite class $g$
2. While there are violating points do
3. Find Violator
4. If any less than 0 due to sum of $c$ to $S$ then candidates repeat till all points are pruned
5. end if end while

In this algorithm, firstly initializes set of closest pair of point from the opposite class. After that it adds the point to the vector set. This algorithm also finds the violating point in the dataset which is added to the candidate sets. The violating point supports vector prohibited by other candidate support set which is already exist in the dataset. And finally pruning all the points from the candidate set.

**Algorithm 2** Modified Density Based Clustering Algorithm:

Input: A set $S$ of point $n$ points of cluster $k$
Output: The set of cluster $C$

1. Call squared error clustering function to find the set of subcluster $k'$
2. Find the value $k$ prototype
3. Mark all prototypes as unclassified
4. Randomly start with a sub cluster with an unclassified prototype
5. Add sub cluster to cluster
6. Calculating Euclidian distance and sort the distances in descending order
7. Find the unclassified prototype
8. Find the nearest neighborhood
9. Find directly density based cluster
10. Output the cluster and exit

In this algorithm, user selects initially the number of $k$ value which is greater than the number of clusters. After that it called square error clustering function which is applied on the given data. Then mark the entire selected prototype as unclassified for finding $k$ value prototype. With the help marking of all unclassified prototypes start the with the sub cluster. The selected sub cluster which add this sub cluster to the cluster. Then evaluating the Euclidian distance between the two points and sorted in the decreasing order for finding the unclassified prototype from the set of data. After that finding the nearest neighbor of the two points of the clusters and density based cluster of each point. And finally we obtain the set of clusters

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Experimental Setup

The system is built using Java framework (version jdk 6) on Windows platform. The Netbeans (version 6.9) is used as a development tool.

4.2 Dataset

In this system, we used forest_outlier.arff which contains number of instances and attributes.

4.3 Result

In result section, we discussed the results, multi novel class detection and comparative graphs of the proposed system. The entries in the row headed by TP which means the number of type 1 novel class. The term FP means report the number of type 2 novel class instances which is incorrectly detected as type 1. TN refers the type 2 novel class instances. FN means the type 1 novel class instances incorrectly detected as type 2.

1. $N =$ total number of instances, and
2. $V =$ total number of novel class instances.
3. $M_{\text{new}} = \frac{(100)(E_{\text{novexist}})}{V}$
4. $F_{\text{new}} = \frac{(100)(E_{\text{existnov}})}{N-V}$

- Dataset: Forest outlier.arff
- Novel as existing: 408
- Existing as Novel: 0
- V: 77
- N: 1500
- M_{new}: 0
- F_{new}: 0.28
- Error: 1.91
- Accuracy: 98.50
- TP: 22
- FP: 0
- TN: 0
- FN: 55
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**Figure 2: Outlier Graph**

In the above graph it shows the result occurred, for number of outliers generated from the given dataset. It shows the graph for existing and proposed system. It shows the comparison between the existing and the proposed system.

![Time Graph](image2)

**Figure 3: Time Graph**

In the above graph it shows the result occurred, this graph shows the time required for novel class detection for existing and proposed system.

5. **CONCLUSION**

In this Section, we discussed the issue regarding the concept drift and SVM method for detection of multi novel class. We also discussed about the method for detecting the novel class detection method for improved density based clustering algorithm. We also compare the result of the propose method with the existing method and change point detection method which distributed the chunks dynamically.
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